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Chairman’s report 2006

Centennial is a Norwegian investment company with emphasis 
on the acquisition of significant ownership stakes in a variety of 
potentially rewarding projects in different industries. During the 
last decade, a tenfold projects and businesses have been turned 
around or have undergone changes resulting in enhanced 
values partly as a result of Centennial’s investment of capital 
and know-how. A handful of loyal co-investors have seen their 
investments – alongside Centennial’s – grow significantly more 
than any stock exchange index. 

Historically, Centennial was exclusively a property investment 
and development company with investments in Norway,  
France and the USA. Presently, “private equity investor” is 
probably the best description of Centennial. The average return 
on equity after tax has been more than 20% p.a. in the period 
1996-2006 as a result of a mixture of property and non-
property investments whereas the perceived overall risk level 
has been low.

Centennial’s largest current property investment underwent 
significant changes during 2006. Skanska, our building partner, 
started construction of the 650 to 700 apartment complex at 
Haslekollen hill in Oslo. At the same time, the market prices for 
this sort of housing increased sharply and Skanska has been 
able to accelerate both its selling and its building programme. 
Centennial will receive NOK 120 million in cash over the 
remaining period of construction. This represents half of the 
price for the land being developed. The other half is represented 
by one whole apartment building to be presented to us free of 
charge within 2008. We are consequently exposed to market 
fluctuations for 28 new apartments with a total saleable area of 
3,000 m2. Assuming today’s market prices of NOK 40,000/m2, the 
end result of the apartment project is budgeted to be NOK 240 
million for Centennial. In addition, the Oslo School Authorities 
have agreed to buy an old ex-ABB industrial building adjacent 
to the new constructions for NOK 33 million sometime in 2007.

The remainder of our property investments in Norway consists 
of three office buildings in Oslo totalling some 36,000 m2 
and one combination office and warehouse building some 
kilometres south of Oslo, all in all 62,000 m2 – which is half the 
floor-space owned a few years ago.

The combination property will produce a net cash flow of NOK 
91 million over the remaining lease which ends in 2011. At that 
point, Centennial will own a relatively modern building situated 
on or close to the main traffic arteries to Oslo from Sweden and 
the Continent, consisting of freehold grounds of 52,500 m2 and 
buildings with a total floor area of 26,362 m2 plus 650 m of 
private railway tracks. 

Two of the centrally located office properties have filled up 
steadily during the latter half of 2006 with good lessees paying 
increasingly more attractive rents. The third building of some 
8,000 m2 has only recently been vacated as part of the ABB 
relocation from Haslekollen, but we are planning to upgrade 
and market this property during 2007. 

Centennial has not purchased any new properties in Norway 
during 2006 as effective yields kept falling. We expect instead 
to increase our investment in property in the European 
Community during 2007.

In response to the changes the company has undergone during 
the last 10 years, Centennial recently reached agreement with 
the largest Nordic commercial banking group to refinance the 
entire property portfolio. This tailor-made financing has given 
us more flexibility both to sell and to buy properties in the 
foreseeable future.

In the “private equity area”, (or non-property investments), 
we have reached a few milestones:

We participated in a controlling ownership group which started 
up Radio P4 with an initial investment of NOK 30 million. The 
market capitalisation of P4, after trading on the Oslo Stock 
Exchange for a few years, reached NOK 1,600 million. Our 
extensive and very challenging work helping to build a new 
media institution came to an end last year, when our former 
partner, “Modern Times Group” launched an unexpected public 
bid for all the shares of P4.
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Back in June 2004, we invested in DNO ASA and proceeded 
to introduce the company to an oil exploration opportunity 
in Kurdistan-North Iraq. The DNO stock has since appreciated 
substantially more than the index of comparable oil shares in 
the two last years. As at the end of 2006, we had no shares  
in DNO.
 
Two years ago, Centennial acted as seed investor in a small fish 
farm on the West coast of Norway; “Villa Salmon”. Helped by 
our active ownership, this largely ecological fish producer has 
become a rapidly expanding entity basing its success on the 
latest scientific research in the area of fish health and growth. 
At the beginning of 2007, with the assistance of Glitnir Bank, 
Villa Salmon completed a fund-raising of NOK 150 million 
for working capital and further growth, pricing the company 
at more than NOK 500 million. This capital injection is being 
used to follow up the restructuring of Kirkenes based “Troika 
Seafood”, which was purchased in 2006. So far, it appears that 
our strategy of farming trout instead of salmon in the cold 
and winter-dark Finmark is giving surprisingly great dividends. 
It is our belief that the price of the Villa Salmon stock has the 
potential to double during 2007.
 
During the latter half of 2006, Centennial made a strategic 
investment in “Vyke” a small and fast growing supplier of 
mobile telephone cards and downloadable systems for making 
voice over internet calls from normal mobile telephones. The 
system will find the best Wi-Fi source available at any point or 
call an internet-connected node nearby if no Wi-Fi is available, 
thereby facilitating really cheap mobile telephony for the user 
on the go. We believe that this is a technological development 
not unlike the situation some years ago when we participated 
in the starting-up of the low-price Tele2. 

A few years ago, we invested in a small consumer products 
factory in central Sweden and, more recently, moved the 
whole factory and administrative functions to Daugavpils, 
Latvia. One of the resulting customers is a well known Swedish 
home furnishing producer, a very price conscious buyer. With 
a positive learning curve and improved sales, Centennial is 
expecting a healthy return on capital and executive  
time invested.

At the start of 2007, Centennial invested in a small company 
providing care to senior citizens; “SeniorStøtten”. We plan to 
expand this activity, as we feel there is a social need to be filled, 
and at the same time we hope that we can contribute in a way 
that is also financially viable.

The wholly owned “Pinemont Securities Ltd” in London, 
a member of the London Stock Exchange and a boutique 
financial adviser, posted a small loss, mainly due to extensive 
work required to answer repeated and detailed questions from 
the UK tax Authorities going through every little item in the 
accounts starting with the 2002 income year. At the end of 
2006, Pinemont Securities Ltd received a short letter stating 
that a sum total of £17,50 was wrongly accounted for and that 
the inquiry was dropped. 

Centennial ended 2006 the strongest ever, both in terms of its 
financial situation but also in terms of human resources. Going 
forward into 2007, we hope to be able to find new attractive 
projects to which we can contribute capital and know-how.  
We take this opportunity to thank the friends of Centennial for 
loyal and encouraging support and, going forward, we reiterate 
our objective of investing with a low risk profile but to achieve 
high returns through active ownership.

Endre Røsjø, Chairman of the Board
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The commercial property rental market improved significantly 
in 2006. Even though the overall level of vacancy in the 
Oslo-Akershus region fell from 8,5% (2005) to around 6,5% 
in January 2007 rental levels rose sharply, almost 30% in 
the prime office segment in central areas of Oslo, whereas 
vacancy rates were practically zero. The property markets are 
characterized by increasing segmentation between different 
areas of Oslo. 

The bulk of Centennial`s commercial property portfolio is 
located in the eastern parts of Oslo,  the Økern and Ryen 
districts, which has suffered from significantly higher vacancy 
rates than the rest of Oslo with an overall vacancy rate of 15%.  
As was the case by previous upturns the lack of office space in 
central Oslo caused increased demand in the “outer” parts of 
the city.

In the second half of 2006 this trend reached our properties at 
Økern and Ryen and we experience a decrease in vacancy and 
a rise in rental levels. One of our largest tenants, Telenor (aprox 
17.000 sqm in 2005) moved out from our property, Økernveien 
121 in 2005, resulting in nearly 100% vacancy.

We managed to reduce the vacancy from about 80% to 20% 
during 2006, a result we are very pleased with. We will most 
likely manage to reduce vacancy to nil during 2007.  
Økernveien 121 is and will continuously be undergoing a total 
renovation, with new surfaces and new, less energy consuming 
technical installations.

The sales markets for properties as an investment were 
again very hot in 2006. This, mostly due to low interest rates, 
approximately 3,5% at the beginning of 2007, combined with 
increasing activity by investment syndicates and real estate 
funds. Centennial AS actively evaluated a number of such 
potential investments over the year, but found the prices too 
high to allow a satisfactory return. 

Centennial AS intends to expand its portfolio over the next 
few years through a combination of real estate development 
and new investments in commercial properties. As this market 
is still expected to attract lots of investors with low yield 
requirements, it will be a challenge to find properties that meet 
our criteria, but we still think it is possible. 

Centennial aS

ProPerty marketS
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Villa is a producer of farmed salmon, trout and cod, primarily 
based on the west coast of Norway. The company covers the 
whole value chain from juvenile production to the end user.

With its focus on organic and best practice production, 
including traceability and sustainability, Villa Salmon appears to 
be in the forefront of the development within the fish farming 
industry. The company has an advantage in this segment as it 
controls the entire value chain from smolt production to sales 
and has been able to secure long term contracts with its 
target customers. 

The licenses for salmon and trout in Finnmark acquired in 
2006 yield an opportunity for significant growth. According 
to management, the initial results are positive, farming trout 
instead of salmon. In addition to the salmon and trout licences, 
the company also holds 6 cod licences. The cod farming 
industry is in an early phase but Villa is already running its 
operations at break even or slightly above.  

About NOK 150 million was raised through a private placement 
in 2006, paying off all bank debt.

Villa Salmon is well positioned as we expect the market for and 
focus on organic food to increase significantly going forward.

Finnmark provides significant production capacity
The licences in Finnmark provide a significant production 
capacity and opportunity for growth. If the operations in this 
area prove successful, the valuation of the company should 
have an upside potential – not only through increasing 
production, revenues and results, but also through a significant 
increase in the value of the licences. The value of the licences 
is of course dependent on several factors but as fish farming in 
this area has been challenging for other companies in the past, 
the current value or cost is low relative to licenses at the west 
coast of Norway, e.g. in Møre where Villa holds 4 licenses. 

As the capacity for production of salmon in Møre is fully 
utilised, the company is dependent on successful operations 
in Finnmark to achieve its full growth potential. The cod 
business is also expected to show a healthy growth in 2009 
and onwards, but the majority of the growth (and of future 
revenues and results) are planned at the facilities in  
Finnmark (Troika).

Bloomberg  VILS. NO 
Reuters  VILS. OL

Centennial aS

Villa Salmon aS

From Kirkenes
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Total income  57 788 858  51 934 414  87 242 312 

Operating expenses   26 785 500      21 940 847    19 562 547
Salaries  6 928 497     8 504 774       8 873 761 

Sum operating costs    33 713 997      30 445 620     28 436 308 

Contribution from operations  24 074 861     21 488 794    58 806 004 

Financial income     73 871 008      107 300 763     22 151 884   
Financial expenses  39 167 230    29 203 289   33 097 457  

Net financial result    34 703 778    78 097 474   (10 945 573)

Earnings before depreciation   58 778 639      99 586 268    47 860 431 

Depreciation    17 995 957     17 453 664    17 016 341 

Profit (loss) before tax    40 782 682     82 132 604    30 844 090

Tax  paid  (tax credit)         (5 623 157)    (4 077 031)     707 755 

NET RESULT AFTER TAX   46 405 839      86 209 635     30 136 335 

Økernveien 119/121, OsloFrydenbergveien 48, Oslo

8

2005 20042006

Centennial aS

profit and loss 2006       
Norwegian kroner
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Property  367 246 927       788 000 000     831 000 000  
Goodwill  393 601   393 601   393 601 
Office equipment etc.   5 426 121       5 426 121        5 426 121 
Other investments  -     -     - 

Sum long term investments  373 066 649      793 819 722       836 819 722  

Accounts receivables   224 428 666       224 428 666       224 428 666 
Shares and other equity instruments   72 040 990     72 040 990       72 040 990  

Cash in Bank      66 360 039       66 360 039       66 360 039    

Sum liquid assets  362 829 695       362 829 695       362 829 695 
SUM ASSETS   735 896 344     1 156 649 417      1 199 649 417   

Long term debt   274 576 250       274 576 250      274 576 250  
Short term debt  262 703 490     262 703 490       262 703 490   
Theoretical tax liabilities   8 315 174      8 315 174       8 315 174  

Sum debt   545 594 914       545 594 914       545 594 914  

Share capital    74 186 943     74 186 943     74 186 943 
Other (taxed) equity funds      116 114 487      116 114 487       116 114 487   
Market value adjustment  -   420 753 073      463 753 073    

Sum equity    190 301 430      611 054 503      654 054 503  

SUM EQUITY AND DEBT   735 896 344       1 156 649 417       1 199 649 417   

Market value
 lowest estimate

Ryensvingen 3, OsloSagveien 25, Askim

9

Centennial aS

BalanCe 31/12/2006

Book Value Market value 
highest estimate

      
Norwegian kroner
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rePort from the Ceo 2006 year of aCCountS

Activities
The main business of the company is investing in and managing 
property with a relatively long time horizon and to a certain 
extent also to invest in non-property businesses with a 
somewhat shorter time horizon.

The management of the group companies has mainly taken 
place in our wholly owned property Økernveien 119/121, while 
securities trading and investing has been handled from our 
wholly owned subsidiary in London, Pinemont Securities Ltd.

The book result for the calendar year 2006 amounts to NOK 
58,8 million before depreciation and tax computations. 

In May 2006 SKANSKA started the construction of the first 62 
of a total of about 700 apartments at Frydenberg. The brisk 
demand for the apartments continued during 2006 at average 
prices of more than NOK 41 thousand per sqm.

The school authorities of Oslo has decided to buy one of 
the large former warehouses situated at the premises for 
development to a school.

Market value
The market value adjusted equity of Centennial was estimated 
to amount to NOK 611 million based on the most conservative 
estimate obtained at the end of 2006. The ratio of external debt 
to value-adjusted assets was improved through the year to end 
at 24 %.

Continuous operations
The yearly accounts for the accounting- and calendar year 
2006 are concluded on the premise of continuous operations 
according to Norwegian corporate law.

Working climate
The Centennial group employs a total of ten people, whereof six 
in Norway. The working climate is good. Registered absence due 
to illness has been low during 2006, and there have been no 
injuries or accidents.

Equality of status
Two of the ten employees and one of three members of the 
board are women.

By possible future employments, women will be encouraged 
to apply.

The environment
The activities of Centennial do not have any negative effects 
on the environment in any way. In the contrary, we have in 
the beginning of 2007 initiated a tree planting project at 44 
degrees north (southern France) where the positive effect on 
carbon dioxide has proved to be best.

Centennial has also bought an electric powered car for use 
between our properties in Oslo.

The annual accounts
Profit before tax for Centennial AS reached NOK 44.542.549,- 
while the Group had a profit of NOK 40.782.682,-

Centennial AS’s booked equity by the end of 2006 was NOK 
187.744.949,-. The group has a tax loss carried forward of NOK 
35,0 million as at 01.01.2007.

The future
The lease markets for offices and industrial property are 
expected to keep improving, and low interest and solid tenants 
and a good stock market makes the board believe in reasonable 
profits during 2007.

Skanska’s construction start will reduce the income from the 
property considerably for some years, until the flats are finished. 
We are still having great confidence in the markets for both 
lease and sale of apartments in this part of Oslo. 

The chairman of the board has not received any wages or  
other compensation from any of the Norwegian companies  
during 2006.

The result
The board proposes the 2006 result of Centennial AS, 
amounting NOK 47.833.407,- to be transferred to “free equity 
funds”. The total equity of Centennial AS is NOK 187.744.949,- 
at the end of 2006.

Oslo, 27th of April 2007

Ole B. Jacobsen
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market Value ComPetent PerSonS Statement

Centennial aS

rePort from the Ceo 2006 year of aCCountS
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Key Products and Services
Vyke Mobile IP: Launched in June 2006, Vyke Mobile IP is 
a VoWiFi service with a WiFi VoIP client for Nokia's E-series 
enterprise mobile phones. This service allows users to make calls 
to PSTN networks worldwide at its Vyke IP (VoIP) tariffs.

Vyke IP: Launched Spring 2006, Vyke IP is a VoIP service for use 
with virtually any SIP or IAX2 VoIP adaptor or softphone. This 
service allows users to make calls to PSTN networks worldwide 
at its Vyke IP (VoIP) tariffs.

Vyke PC: Launched commercially at the time of Vyke being 
founded, Vyke PC is a PC based VoIP application allowing users 
to call to PSTN networks worldwide. Advanced firewall traversal 
technology and optimized voice quality has ensured that the 
fully featured Vyke PC service has been a popular and highly 
utilized Vyke product.

Vyke PRO: Launched in March of 2007, Vyke PRO is a mobile 
handset based application that provides push peer-to-peer text 
message functionality. Users of the application may send and 
receive text messages between one another for free (or for a 
flat fee, depending on the service package selected by the user) 
as well as send low cost SMS to non-users. The handset-based 
Java application is over-the-air provisioned and can be used 
from virtually any mobile network offering data service (GPRS, 
EDGE, UMTS, etc.).

Vyke Mobile: Launched in March 2005, Vyke Mobile provides 
users with an easy-to-use interface to callback and operator 
independent SMS services. The handset-based Java application 
is over-the-air provisioned directly from their Vyke.com website 
and can be used from virtually any mobile network offering 
data service (GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, etc.).

Distribution Channels
Internet Merchant Platform (IMP): The Vyke IMP is a 
fully provisioned internet merchant platform including a 
multi-product website, credit purchase functionality, user 
management administration and an industry leading  
anti-fraud platform.

Cash market support sites: The cash market extension of the 
Vyke IMP allows users purchasing credit via prepaid cards to 
download software, review usage instructions and use web-
based services.

Call-Shop Admin (CSA) platform: The CSA platform is an 
ASP-model, web based billing system for use in a call-shop 
setting. Utilizing Vyke’s central billing system and its Vyke IP 
voice service, the CSA dramatically reduces the amount of time 
and capital required to set-up a fully featured call-shop.

Vyke is a leading mobile-oriented VoIP and messaging service provider. It believes that the future of communication is Internet 
Protocol (IP) based, location independent and feature rich.

Founded in 2004 and expanding via organic and acquisition-based growth, Vyke has integrated its backgrounds in mobile handset 
technology, VoIP technology and carrier network management to provide its Vyke product suite. 

Vyke is a UK publicly traded company (London AIM: VYKE) with offices in Oslo, Norway; Dallas and Austin, Texas, USA; Reykjavik, 
Iceland and Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

Centennial aS

Vyke CommuniCationS PlC

Key Statistics 

Monthly voice traffic (Min.) 80 mill approx

Monthly revenue $2.5 mill
(total group – Dec. ’06)

Growth1

2nd Qtr. to 3rd Qtr. 2006 88%

3rd Qtr. to 4th Qtr. 2006 172%

% of revenue from Vyke suite of services

1st Qtr. 2006 5.86%

March 2007 60.67%

1 Number of users of enhanced services

Total number of paid usage accounts 1.48 mill (Dec. ’06)

Network Infrastructure

VoIP enabled voice switches 8

Interconnected wholesale carriers 32+

Billing system transactions per day 11 mill+
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Vyke mobile 

Sia malung induStrieS

In 2006, Sia Malung Industries had a 100% increase in turnover 
compared to the previous year. This is primarily due to positive 
results from the cooperation with “Spesialplast” in Gislaved, 
Sweden.

 

Working three shifts a day producing consumer goods for a well known 
Swedish company.

Vyke Mobile – How it works…
Vyke Mobile is a small Java application that sends your service requests to the Vyke platform via the Internet. Therefore, in order to use 
Vyke Mobile, your mobile phone needs to support Java applications and WAP/Internet. Furthermore, you need to verify that you have 
WAP/Internet access from your mobile operator.

An example of some of the ways that Vyke Mobile can start saving you money: 

The PP and PVC welding production is situated in the city of Daugavpils, the second largest city in Latvia. 70% of 30 employees are 
women. The company exports its goods to Sweden, Denmark, Norway, UK and Russia. Centennial AS owns 60% of the company  
which was founded in 2001.

Make a call  
Once you have entered the phone number you want to call, 
Vyke Mobile sends the call information to the Vyke platform. 
A few seconds later, your mobile phone will ring and, once 
you answer the phone, you will be connected with the 
number you are calling.

Making a call @ 
If you are roaming or if you want to save more on your call 
charges, using the Call @ function allows you to specify the 
number where you want to call from. Once you have entered 
the number you want to call to and the number you want 
to call from, Vyke Mobile sends this information to the Vyke 
platform. A few seconds later, your “call from” number will 
ring and you will be connected with the number you are 
calling.

Send SMS  
Vyke Mobile allows you to send low cost SMS almost 
anywhere in the world. Once you have selected the “SMS” 
feature, you specify the number you are calling to and write 
the text of the message. Vyke Mobile sends this information 

to the Vyke platform, which then delivers the message to the 
recipient. When it sends your SMS, Vyke Mobile uses your 
mobile phone number as the sender identification – when it 
arrives at its destination, the recipient only needs to reply to 
the message to send an SMS back to you.

Balance / Rate / Change PIN 
Vyke Mobile also has a set of features that allow you to 
manage your use of Vyke Mobile. Located in the “Other” 
menu, you will find a set of services that allow you check the 
per minute calling rate, check your current balance, etc.

How it works / Requirements: 
Vyke Mobile is a small Java application that sends your 
service requests to the Vyke platform via the Internet. 
Therefore, in order to use Vyke Mobile, your mobile phone 
needs to support Java applications and WAP/Internet. 
Furthermore, you need to verify that you have WAP/Internet 
access from your mobile operator.

Malung Industries SIA 31.12.2006 31.03.2007

1. Equity ratio 57,04 % 57,23 %

2. Export ratio 94,40 % 98,75 %

3. Profit margin 5,50 % 8,97 %

4. Turnover 803.282 LVL 199.433 LVL
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In only a few years elderly people will represent a significantly 
greater share of the population. From 2010 it will be evident for 
all of us that the large groups of people born after the Second 
World War retire (see graphic). The number of 90-year-old 
persons in Norway has already increased fourfold since 1960. 
This development must be met by corresponding care services.

Early in 2007 Centennial acquired SeniorStøtten, a small business 
within the elderly care sector. SeniorStøtten, established in 
2001, was among the first private players in Oslo providing care 
services in the senior citizen's homes. Through this acquisition 
Centennial has a platform for building a strong and well-known 
company supplementing the authorities' service for the most 
disabled inhabitants. In its ownership Centennial will emphasize 
on confidence, reputation and stable manpower.

It is expected that the new generations of pensioners would 
keep their high standard of living also after retirement. 
Norwegians are wealthy, and elderly people nowadays invest 
in their own health and happiness. But not only the oldest 
ones are potential buyers of SeniorStøtten´s services. Estimates 
show that their relatives´ effort in total constitute as much 
care as the public care services. SeniorStøtten´s strategy is to 
address this target group, as many will find it convenient to 
be assisted by professionals when they are troubled by careers 
and bad conscience for their parents. People in this group are 
typically aged between 40 and 60 years, have a large income and 
experience that their origin reach a constantly higher age.

In order to achieve the right size Centennial is planning new 
acquisitions and potential mergers. Other Norwegian cities than 
Oslo is to be considered. At this stage most private players are 
small, without sufficient resources to generate synergies and 
growth on their own.

Hopefully Centennial, through SeniorStøtten, succeeds in 
building a brand within the elderly care sector.

Centennial aS

Centennial aCquireS SeniorStøtten

The population grows old: 
Number of women and men aged 67 years or more
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The motivated staff at SeniorStøtten: 
Aina Gerner-Mathisen (from the left), 
Trine Berle, Henning Aandal, 
Trine Mette C. Poulsson 
and Eva Engelhardt.
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Kjell T. Skjevesland
Partner Pinemont Sec. Ltd.         

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Centennial as GroUp as at 31.12.06 

FOREIgn COmpAnIESnORwEgIAn COmpAnIES

BonaS Societe immoBiLiere,
LuxemBourg

- 100% owned real estate company 

Pinemont SecuritieS LtD.
- 100% owned stockbroker

guLLBYgg aS
- 100% owned real estate company

FonD cLaire FarmS, France
- 100% owned agriculture property

HYDe ParK Street LtD., LonDon
- real estate company 100% group owned

SarL SgcB, France
- 100% owned property management company

Sia maLung inDuStrieS, LatVia
- 60% owned plastic factory

greSVig BYgg anS, aSKim

- real estate company, 100% group owned  

muLtimeDia HoLDing aS, oSLo
- 100% owned investment company

HaSLeKoLLen aS, oSLo
- 100% owned real estate company

- Last 8% bought early 2006

ViLLa FiSH Farm, moLDe
- 13% owned aqua culture company

moBeLL aS, oSLo
- 100% owned access control systems

FB SagVeien aS, oSLo
- 100% owned property investment company

- owns 99% of gresvig Bygg anS

caVeS De LiSSe aS, oSLo
- 100% owned wine importer 

rYenSVingen 3 aS, oSLo

- 100% owned real estate company 

ØwreBYgg aS, oSLo
- 100% owned real estate company

Endre Røsjø
London, uK        

Thor Ask Terkelsen
Partner Lawfirm                      

Steenstrup-Storrdrange         

Camilla Røsjø
Dep. Head

norw. School of Vet. Sc.         

Ola S. Smeby
cFo         

Ole Bård Jacobsen
ceo         

R. gabrielsen
Property manager        

marit Væhle
administration manager         

H. Aandal
new Ventures       

  

A. gundersen
techn. manager    

     

State authorised Public accountant:    ernst & Young aS,

     oslo atrium,

     0154 oslo

 Partner:  asbjørn Ler

 manager:    atle Hørlyk

 Senior: mads a. Lie 
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Centennial  aS

PoStBoKS 1428 ViKa
0115 oSLo
norwaY

teL: + 47 2288 4240
Fax: + 47 2288 4080

Pinemont SecuritieS LtD.
nintH FLoor, HoLBorn gate

330 HigH HoLBorn
LonDon wc1V 7Pa

uK
teL: + 44 207440 9600
Fax: + 44 207405 9660

cHateau De BonaS
32410 BonaS

France
teL: +33 5 6264 5797
Fax: +33 5 6254 5398


